
The World of Korean Papermaking 
Sun, Aug 13 - Sat, Aug 19, 2017 

Ox-Bow Syllabus 
Instructor: Aimee Lee 

 
Description 
 
In this workshop, students will learn the process of making hanji (Korean paper) from raw paper 
mulberry bark, as well as methods of manipulating paper—both made in class and imported from 
Korea. By working together, students will complete various steps to prepare raw materials for 
sheet formation in both heullim tteugi and gadum tteugi techniques. Bark considered too tough to 
make paper will be transformed into bark lace for fiber, sculpture, and book applications. Hanji 
of varied colors and types will be used to fuse (joomchi), cord and weave (jiseung), and spin into 
thread. Alongside the unique history and folklore of hanji, Aimee will share her own hybrid 
methods of using this durable and malleable substrate. This is an ideal course for students 
interested in the depth and breadth of East Asian paper traditions, paper's role in material culture, 
and the experience of manual labor and patience to sustain a time-tested craft. 
 
Techniques covered 
 
• How to set up and break down paper studio 
• Fiber preparation (soaking, cooking, rinsing, beating) 
• Vat preparation for two types of sheet formation (crossbar vat, regular vat, formation aid) 
• Korea sheet formation in two styles 
• Bark lace for 2D and 3D forms (indigenous to Korea but also related to tapa and amate, other 

paper prototypes) 
• Joomchi (paper fusing and texturing) 
• Jiseung (paper cord/rope making and twining, a basketry method) 
• Paper thread making, dry and damp spinning (related to shifu, paper cloth) 
 
Responsibilities & Expectations 
 
Attendance is mandatory (especially if you are taking this class for credit), especially during 
demos, which cannot be repeated. Be punctual. Take notes and make drawings to remember 
what you witness in demos and talks. The practice of physically writing things down has been 
proven over centuries to be an excellent way to reinforce learning. Everyone needs to be present 
in class, which means that electronic devices must be put away during class—not only for the 
sake of good attention, but for safety. The most important part of a successful papermaking class 
is teamwork: we can only complete the work if we collaborate and cooperate, helping each other 
with heavy loads and knowing when to yield and share resources and time. Likewise, this is a 
good time to learn to assert your own boundaries and needs respectfully to create an environment 
where we can all communicate clearly and positively. I will always be present during class to 
help you, but my job is not to do your work. Much of what we learn requires repetition and 
practice to become proficient, so there will be time to work independently on techniques 
presented in demos. 
 



What to Wear 
 
Dress practically: you will absolutely get wet, so a long waterproof apron and waterproof shoes 
with good traction are a must. Wear clothing that does not hang loose and drape excessively 
because you will need clearance for moving water and for fire when we cook fibers. If you have 
long waterproof gloves, they are helpful when rinsing fiber. Also, you may want dry shoes handy 
in the studio for when you do seated dry work. We will also be outside to beat fibers, so bring 
everything you need to protect yourself from the sun. 
 
Schedule 
 
Sun, Aug 13 (8pm - 10pm) 
• Class intro & overview (the "rice paper" misnomer) 
• Studio info, safety 
• Studio setup and fiber prep (cooking) 
• Make formation aid 
 
Mon, Aug 14 (10am - 5pm) 
• Rinse and beat kozo 
• Cook fiber 
• Bark lace (paper prototype discussion: tapa, amate, lace bark) 
• Set up vats 
• Sheet formation—two styles 
• Press and dry paper 
8pm: Visiting Artist lecture by Ernesto Pujol 
 
Tues, Aug 15 (10am - 5pm) 
• Rinse and beat fiber 
• Joomchi - texturing and fusing paper 
• Shifu basics - Paper thread 
• Jiseung basics - cutting down hanji and making cord 
• Ongoing sheet formation 
• Press and dry paper 
8pm: Faculty Lectures 
 
Wed, Aug 16 (10am - 5pm) 
• Beat fiber 
• Jiseung - twining basics 
• Shifu - weaving basics 
• Ongoing sheet formation, pressing, drying 
8pm: Faculty Lectures 
 
Thurs, Aug 17 (10am - 5pm) 
• Ongoing paper manipulation 
• Final sheet formation, pressing, drying—LAST DAY OF WET WORK! 



8pm: Faculty Lectures 
 
Fri, Aug 18 (10am - 5pm) 
• Group critique / closure 
• Break down and clean studio 
• Evening: Open studios 
 
Sat, Aug 19: Farewells and departures 
• Studio must be emptied by 10am 
 
Supply List 
 
• Sketchbook or journal to take notes, make drawings, record inspiration 
• Long waterproof aprons 
• Waterproof shoes 
• Long waterproof gloves to rinse fiber 
• Spray bottle (for water, can be recycled) 
• Awl or large needle 
• Scissors 
• X-acto/utility knife 
• Cutting mat 
• Paper knife  

→ Talas carries western versions (http://talasonline.com/): Sharp point knife, Clip 
point knife, or Bookbinders knife. 
→ If you don't mind buying from Japanese Yahoo, this is my favorite knife: 

http://store.shopping.yahoo.co.jp/tokusan55/ff-0010.html 
• Straightedge or aluminum triangle 

→ my standby: 8" 30/60° - http://www.dickblick.com/items/55726-2408/ 
 
OPTIONAL 

→ If you plan to become a serious paper weaver: To trim ends of paper in jiseung, 
try the Beadalon classic nipper tool ($9) or pocket nipper tool ($5) at Michaels. Darice 
makes diagonal crafts cutters, or you can use basketry angled flush cutters: 
http://www.royalwoodltd.com/cat33-34br.htm ($21.95). 
→ If you plan to produce a lot of paper thread by hand: Antique Swedish bobbin 
winders can be found online (over $100), or on eBay ($30 and up). 
→ If you are good with a drop spindle, bring one (not too heavy) to spin paper 


